#12-Simmerville: Urdly S. MacAstral vs Mubu M. Gothier
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Case opened April 12, 2007. Case closes April 30, 2007.


-------------------
Introduction:
--------------------

On local simday 60 Ms Urdly Swims announced her engagement with the 1/4 blue alien Harvis MacAstral. She then moved in with him at the old MacAstral house at 5 Hunter Road of Simmerville. Nobody heard from her for a long while, finally the police boarded the house and found her nearly dead in the attic, where she had been locked up in order to produce Harvis MacAstral's alien children. The urn of Harvis MacAstral was found in the kitchen, and in the basement there was 1 set of baby twins. Harvis MacAstral's sister, Mubu M. Gothier, and her zombie husband, Stephan Gothier, were not in the house, but it's been confirmed that they lived there for most of the time, and that they must have known what was going on. 

Urdly MacAstral was rescued by the police, if the house was boarded only one day later she would have died. After a couple days in Hospital, where it was clear that she was pregnant, she was allowed to move to a rented house at Test Lane, bringing her 2 babies. She shortly gave birth to one more set of twins. She will never be able to work again, and raising 6 kids will stop her from doing anything else in life. 

At this time Mubu and Stephan Gothier were located downtown together with a set of twins who were also children of late Harvis MacAstral and Urdly S. MacAstral. This 3rd set of twins moved in with their mother Urdly MacAstral, while Mubu and Stephan Gothier were taken care of by the police.

Urdly S. MacAstral does sue Mubu and Stephan Gothier for assisting on stealing her freedom and ruining her life. Because Stephen Gothier is a zombie, he can not think for himself and can not be sued for this crime.


-------------------
Testimonies:
--------------------

Mubu M. Gothier, accused
- My name... is Mubu MacAstral Gothier. I have no comments at all. Greet my mighty family. One day they will come to get all who is blue skinned. You cannot stop them!

Urdly S. MacAstral, offended
- I'm Urdly MacAstral. They are my friends. I am safe now, but it's scary to live all alone in this world. The house is so empty. Some time I just want to die. They say I have 6 kids. I don't believe them! Mubu is my friend. They all are!

Janel S. Hanssen, sister of Urdly S. MacAstral
- My name is Janel Hanssen, Urdly is my twin sister. When she went missing I urged the police to do something, and now that I see the result I regret that I didn't react much harder. I'm glad my sister is alive, but seeing how her life has changed from being the beautiful Miss Simmerville 2006 to becoming a nervous woman needing to raise 6 kids that she didn't even plan or want, really hurts my heart. Urdly has lost all hopes, and although it's a good thing to raise kids, 6 of them is quite a burdon. Our younger sister had to move in with Urdly to help. Urdly isn't recovered well enough to stay on her own, she thinks she can eat books and I think those aliens did brainwash her in some odd way because she has totally changed! I should also add that Urdly didn't want this trial at all, she doesn't understand what it's about, so I - her sister - forced her to be here today, and well, I'm supporting my siss all the way! Of course I do!

Cassenda S. Brybrey, Medical Center owner
- My name is Cassenda Swims Brybrey, I run the local Medical Center. Urdly MacAstral and 2 of the babies were brought to us when she was rescued. She was as good as dead, we had no hopes for her, but she managed to recover. During her stay I noticed a few weird details. She constantly preferred nights. She was obsessed with the sky, and she wanted to eat nothing but cakes. I think she was hypnotized in order to help on the alien baby production. We hired a specialist in order to break the hypnozis, but we believe she is still tied up by 25% of it, and this is the reason she will never recover fully. Her life is dramatically ruined by those who kept her locked up. They must be punished hard!

Germine Briggon, ex-lieutenant & Home Sweet Home hostess
My name is Germine Briggon. I assisted on boarding the MacAstral house. What we found inside the house was shocking. Urdly MacAstral was locked up in a very tiny cell. The main floor where we found Harvis MacAstraø's urn was extremely filthy. We believe he was scared to death by the ghost of his mother Mollie MacAstral. They run an Alien Research Center, and I got the impression this center covers more than just star gazing. My intuition told me the entire lot has been haunted not only by late Mollie MacAstral, but a strange power. When I entered the house it was like a mysterious monster was watching me. It can't be described. I think it has to do with what has been taken place on this lot in the past. Maybe the spirit of the first blue alien, Bu Buh, captured bt Mollie MacAstral long ago, is still there although Bu Buh escaped very long ago. By the way, she was the grandmother of Harvis and Mubu. I believe Urdly MacAstral must have had a horrifying time in the house. She was treatened worse than an animal!

Lucas Stew-Fraisser, alien specialist, downtown
- My name is Mr. Stew-Fraisser. I'm a specialist on alien research, I write books on the subject. I've specialized on the differencied between the unique alien races, the blue, green anf gray races in particular. I am not defending the crime committed by Mubu Gothier, but I like to point out that being a blue alien herself, she - and probably her dead brother - carries the blue gene, forcing them to save their own kind. Keep in mind that the blue alien is extremely rare, because they never choce to come to live with us but they were captured and harmed by Sims. Green aliens can more easily mix with Sims, both socially and by DNA, but the blue alien's genetics are very complex. They have blue skin and big red eyes, but because of the almost impossible mix with Sims' DNA, the blue alien's brain will get confused, not to say destroyed. This can result in tragic events like the one we are debating today. When a blue alien's brain is destroyed, he or she will not be able to think about anything but saving its own kind. We know that Mr Harvis MacAstral was obsessed with having a blue skinned offspring because he thought his distant family would one day come to pick him up, and then they would not accept him unless he had a blue child. This is why it was natural for him to produce twins non stop. He did not think of it as a crime, he did not have a choice! His sister Mubu might be less destroyed as she still carries the blue alien DNA, but she also carry some Sims DNA and therefore thinks along the same lines that I just described. Knowing these effects makes it wrong to punish Mubu Gothier. They only did what they were programmed to do!


-----------------
Solutions:
-----------------

Alt 1: Mubu Gothier is not guilty

Alt 2: Mubu Gothier is guilty and must pay §10.000 to Urdly MacAstral.

Alt 3: Mubu Gothier is guilty and must pay §25.000 to Urdly MacAstral.

Alt 4: Mubu Gothier is guilty and must spend the rest of her life in jail.

